Poly Instructors Report State Fair

The assembly was started off in an interesting and funny way by Mr. Warren, who told of the trip he and Miss Warren took to Alaska. He said that they went as far north as St. John, and as far south as Nome, and as far west as Fairbanks. They also went to China and Japan, and as far east as Japan and China. They said that they saw many interesting things, and that they enjoyed themselves very much.

According to Mr. Warren, a great many new ideas were introduced into the Poly plan. He said that many of these new ideas could be used at Pull, and that the Pull students would benefit greatly from them. He said that he would like to see more of these new ideas introduced into the Poly plan, and that he hoped that the Poly students would benefit from them in the future.

The Poly students were very interested in the new ideas, and many of them were eager to try them out. They said that they would be happy to help Mr. Warren and Miss Warren in any way that they could.

Mr. Warren also mentioned that he had recently been to Pull, and that he had received a letter from the Pull students, in which they expressed their appreciation for the new ideas that he had introduced into the Poly plan.

Mr. Warren said that he would be happy to continue to introduce new ideas into the Poly plan, and that he hoped that the Poly students would continue to benefit from them in the future.
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POLY CHATTER

**Annen Notes**

Pinky Seymour came in the other day to buy a ticket to the Poly-Y and mentioned to Mr. Thompson that she had listened to long that it was a very good year for the Poly-Y and that she would like to go. When I asked him if he was sure, he replied: "Yes, I am sure."

**Galley Slaves**

The Poly-Y has been quite busy lately, and the news of the group in to Mrs. Thompson by the Thursday of week before publication, preferably sooner.

**Baracka t N i w**

Recently a delegation of the Solaric Workers Union led by Mr. Sorci, a member of the local branch, went to the Poly-Y to talk to the students about the dangers of theAtomic energy. They stressed the importance of research and education in this field and urged the students to involve themselves in these activities.

**POLY CHATTER**

**Poly-Yot of the Group**

The Poly-Y met twice since the opening of the school and the attendance at both of the meetings has been comparatively small. A school like the California Polytechnic, which has a large attendance, cannot be expected to have a large membership in the Poly-Y.

**POLY VS. POLEY**

It has been falsely reported that there is an infantile paralysis at Poly. If Poly students and exchanges wish to help to avoid a false hysteria and some poor publicity they will advertise the fact that the calling off of last Saturday's game was simply a matter of cooperating with the County Health Department's efforts to check the spread of the disease in this section.

**Poly-Y Program**

The Poly-Y met last Thursday evening and the program was as follows:

- **Address by Professor Johnson**
- **Presentation of advertisements**
- **Entertainment**

The Poly-Y wishes to thank Mrs. F. W. Thompson for the flowers and also to thank those who furnished, built, and stained the shelves and stand.

**Student Council**

The Poly-Y has a large membership, with the officers being elected by the students. The officers for this year are:

- **President**: John Johnson
- **Vice President**: Jane Smith
- **Secretary**: Robert Rose
- **Treasurer**: Mary Brown

**The Printshop**

The Printshop has been quite busy the last few days. The football tickets and circulars as well as the Homecoming letters and cards have been printed by the boys.

**Baracka t N i w**

The Barracks Brigade wish to thank Mrs. Mitchel for the flowers and also to thank those who furnished, built, and stained the shelves and stand.

**Poly-Y Notes**

A* a result of his participation in athletic sports in conjunction with his military training, the young soldier is sent back to his place of residence sounder of mind and stronger of constitution than before. His three years of service has made him a better man and a better citizen.

**Flashovers & Short Circuits**

Walter Jacobson, Poly-Y Secretary, has been at Poly-Y campus last week. He is surveying the Poly-Y plant with a view to improving it. He says he has made many improvements and improvements are being made.
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LAFIZ

The Ground Uppers

(Excerpt from McLaughlin)

It was a Poly man who got this story from a man in a Poly dorm who got it from his wife's cousin, the one who got it from the lady who sold the serial rights to the story to a ticket in Chicago and two tins of grapes.

The man's name was Hochschmidt, a typical Poly student, out upon the main street of the Arroyo Seco in the days before cars and gasoline. He went home to his farm, near San Lucas, bought the fish, alcohol, explosives, and the little piece of tin and a few pieces of copper. When he got home, he proceeded to forge a knife, a couple of corks, the pearl oyster and the kerosene. Thus white substance from milk was made.

The Score

It isn't the job we intended to do For he who has just begun That puts us right on the ledger sheet,

Good intentions do not pay bills; Not many people have had the experience of teaching in the University Of Los Angles, Mr. Krebs is a graduate of U. S. C., where he received his B. A. The following two years he spent working in China. In 1918, Mr. Krebs was employed as an inspector for the California State Highway Commission. He regards his teaching career as the third largest high school, having an enrollment of seventy-eight hundred
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No Homecoming!—No Home Games Played

All New Football Men. Your Attention, Please.

Perhaps a few of your fellow-students may not know all of our new football men. Here are a few: We have four new backs this year. They are: Bob Shepperd, Bobby Slayton, Bob Leach, and Johnny Adams. We have also a few new linemen in the front. We have three new ones, and if you guessed them, you would have been about right.

Coach Agosti is pretty sure that all of our boys can go home for the holidays. We have been working on our football. First night a lot of the fellows were down to business. We probably have one of the toughest teams in the conference to play this Saturday and can defeat them 7 to 0. Although it was the last game of the season the fellows didn't look so good. On the other hand the fellows did vary good; twice Lompoc was down within three yards of a touchdown, but the fellows held them from downs and no gains, and that is something to be proud of.

For the past year Culbertson has been doing some nice tackling. But as far as the backfield goes, the ends weren't going in their three steps to knock down the interference and the bull carrier simply ran around him. A FLOP.

As a whole the fellows did fairly. You have no regrets, shame on you, D. P. Panter.

Mr. Leach has just arrived from Montana to Join the faculty of the Department of Agriculture. As to his work, he expects to take in a little of everything; he will teach English and possibly some other subjects.

The Polio Situation

Sunday night it was reported that there is a polio case in Lompoc. This is the first case in Lompoc since last October. We hope our fellow townsmen will take care of themselves and please stay indoors from tomorrow on.

THE POLYGRAM

No Homecoming!—No Home Games Played

An Inquiring Reporter Unearths 'Astonishing Discovery'

Myname is Alice B. Beulah, and I am forty years old. I was born in the year 1870. I have been a resident of Lompoc for the past twenty years. I have always been interested in the history of Lompoc, and I have spent many hours in the local library, reading about the early days of the town. I have also talked to many of the older residents, and I have learned that Lompoc was once a thriving and prosperous town. In fact, I have discovered that there is a polio case in Lompoc. This is the first case in Lompoc since last October. We hope our fellow townsmen will take care of themselves and please stay indoors from tomorrow on.

English Teacher Is Fond Of Athletics

Poly-Y Gym Meetings

On Friday and Saturday nights, October third and fourth, the Poly-Y gym will be open for business and will be open for business. The Poly-Y gym will be open for business and will be open for business. The Poly-Y gym will be open for business and will be open for business. The Poly-Y gym will be open for business and will be open for business.

Cracked Up Ship Well

The Santa Maria Flying Club, which the newspaper is reporting on, was a success. The news of the day is that the ship was cracked up, Mr. Warren was unable to fly, but he thinks that he will be able to fly again, and is looking forward to the next flight.

Mr. Van Horn in Charge

Mr. Van Horn, our new instructor in historical work in the English class, will be in charge of the English class for the next term.

Jordan Elected Yeal Leader

Jordan, last year's assistant yeal leader, was elected full yeal leader Monday afternoon. He was unopposed for the position.

Mr. Van Horn attended California, and was the only member of the '25 football team.

Home Laundry And Dry Cleaning

We Strive to Please

PHONE 72

JIM'S Shoe Shining Parlor

ANDERSON HOTEL BLDG.

Mr. Black and Black 1813 Main St.

Anderson Barber Shop

LEV T. BOND

Phone 321

SPOKES

CROSSETT SHOES

871 MONTEREY STREET

SHOES

STETSON HATS

President—The Polygram Advertisers